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Sn doping is established as an effective approach to promote the light emission
properties in in two-dimensional lead-halide perovskites. However, the effect on the
charge carrier dynamics is largely unexplored. In this work, we conduct terahertz
spectroscopy to study the effects of Sn doping on the charge dynamics in the two-
dimensional perovskites PEA2SnxPb1−x I4 (PEA = phenethylammonium) with different
doping levels. The spectral dispersion analysis suggests that the early-stage dynamics
with lifetime of ∼ 2 ps is contributed by both the transport of hot charge carriers and
the polarizability of hot excitons. The long-lived component of first-order charge carrier
recombination is dramatically improved when Sn doping increases, which is ascribed
to the equilibrium between charge carriers and excitons with smaller bind energies in
the higher-level Sn-doped samples. The finding in this work suggests Sn doping is an
effective approach to optimize the charge carrier transport in 2D perovskite for potential
optoelectronic applications.
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INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional (2D) lead-halide perovskites have become increasingly prevalent in the past few
years due to its high performance in optoelectronics devices with increased stability in ambient
condition (Ishihara et al., 1990; Smith et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2016; Grancini and
Nazeeruddin, 2019; Ke et al., 2019; Blancon et al., 2020). In comparison with the 3D counterparts,
light emission efficiency is markedly enhanced because the electron-hole pairs are strongly bounded
benefiting from the strong quantum size confinement. The merit suggests the 2D perovskites
are particularly suitable for application of light-emitting diodes (LEDs). In 2D perovskites, a
broadband emission with large stokes shift is also observed, which is proposed for the potential
applications of white light display and lightening (Dohner et al., 2014a,b; Smith et al., 2017; Smith
and Karunadasa, 2018; Li C. et al., 2020). In addition to efficient light emission, the transport of
charge carriers is also pivotal for the performance of an optoelectronic device which, however, is
limited in 2D perovskites.

Element doping is a common strategy to detune the electronic and optical properties for
modern semiconductor-based optoelectronic technology (Norris et al., 2008; Schubert, 2015). For
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perovskite semiconductors, the bandgaps in the visible range
can be controlled by halide element engineering (Noh et al.,
2013; Protesescu et al., 2015). Sn doping at the site of lead,
originally proposed to reduce the heavy metal of lead, has been
established as an efficient approach to extend the absorption
coverage to the long wavelength range, which is particularly
important for tandem solar cells (Hao et al., 2014; Lin et al., 2019;
Klug et al., 2020). In 2D perovskites, the broadband emission
is generally weak at room temperature, which is dramatically
promoted by Sn doping (Yu et al., 2019; Zhang et al., 2019).
The broadband emission has been assigned to the extrinsic self-
trapped excitons (STE) due to efficient electron-phonon coupling
and low-dimensionality structure (Hu et al., 2016; Li S. et al.,
2019; Li T. et al., 2019; Wang et al., 2019; Li J. et al., 2020).
Nevertheless, it remains poorly explored how these Sn doping
affect the transport of charge carriers in the 2D perovskites.

In this work, we study the dynamics of charge carriers in two-
dimensional perovskites PEA2SnxPb1−xI4 (PEA = phenethyl
ammonium) with different level of Sn doping (<10%) using
optical-pump-Terahertz-probe (OPTP) spectroscopy. The
recombination dynamics exhibit three exponential decay
components with characterized lifetimes of ∼ 2 ps, 30–50 ps,
and ∼ 1 ns, respectively. The lifetimes of short-lived (∼ 2 ps)
and long-lived (∼ 1 ns) components are independent of pump
fluence, while the second recombination process (30 ∼ 50 ps)
is related to the bimolecular recombination. The proportion of
long-lived component (∼ 1 ns) is dramatically improved with
increasing the level of Sn doping, which can be understood as the
equilibrium between the charge carriers and bounded electron-
hole pairs with reduced binding energy in the samples with
higher level Sn doping. Such a scenario has been confirmed by
temperature-dependent measurements. The spectral dispersion
of short-lived component shows significant disparity from that of
free charge response, which is argued to be contributed by both
of the transport of hot charge carriers and polarizability of hot
excitons. The charge carrier dynamics uncovered in the Sn-doped
2D perovskites implies a critical role of ultrafast hole trapping
process for the STE. The finding in this work suggests Sn doping
is an effective approach to optimize the charge carrier transport
in 2D perovskite for potential optoelectronic applications.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We study the dynamics of charge carriers in thin film samples of
2D perovskite PEA2SnxPb1−xI4 with five different doping levels
(x = 0%, 0.1%, 1%, 5%, 10%). The samples are prepared using
literature procedure as described in the section of “Methods.”
To minimize the degradation due to the oxidation of Sn2+,
sample preparation has been carried out in a glove box filled
with argon atmosphere. The samples were prepared on the
z-cut quartz substrates and then mounted onto the cold finger
of an optical cryostat where the vacuum is established for
optical measurements.

We monitor the dynamics of photo-induced charge carriers
using OPTP spectroscopy as shown in Figure 1A. The probe
beam of THz radiation is generated from a ZnTe nonlinear

crystal with ultrashort pulse based on the optical rectification
effect. The second-harmonic generation of the fundamental
beam at 400 nm is employed as the pump beam to excite the
samples. The dynamics of charge carriers is manifested as photo-
induced THz transmission changes (−1E/E) of the samples. The
experimental data of THz response can be calculated with the
photoconductivity (1σ) in the frequency range 0.3–1.5 THz.
Moreover, the decay dynamics of charge carriers can be captured
by measuring the THz response as a function of the time delay
between the optical pump and THz probe pulses.

For free charge carriers, the value of−1E/E is proportional to
the photoconductivity (1σ), which is linearly dependent on the
product of the density (N) and mobility (µ) of photogenerated
carriers (Ulbricht et al., 2011). The spectral response of free
charge carriers can be described using the celebrated Drude-
Smith model. Resonance features with Lorentz spectral profiles
may also be recorded if the frequencies of phonon resonances are
in the probe spectral range (Wang et al., 2006; V Laarhoven et al.,
2008; Cinquanta et al., 2019; Kumar et al., 2020). In addition,
the polarizability of photo-excited bounded electron-hole pairs
(i.e., excitons) may cause the THz response with a phase shift
of the 1E(t) waveform (Kumar et al., 2020). The THz responses
of free charge carriers and exciton can be distinguished by their
different waveforms.

Figure 1B shows a typical trace of THz transmission
change (−1E/E) measured in a sample of 2D perovskite with
1% Sn doping. Phenomenologically, the decay trace can be
reproduced by a function with three exponential components,
i.e., f (t) = A1et/τ1 + A2et/τ2 + A3et/τ1 . The lifetime parameters
of the three components are τ1 ∼ 2 ps, τ2 ∼ 40 ps, and τ3 ∼ 1
ns, respectively. The values of τ1 and τ3 are nearly independent
of the pump fluence while the value of τ2 is sensitive to the
pump fluence (Supplementary Figure 2 and Supplementary
Table 1). The results suggest that bimolecular recombination
is involved in the charge carrier dynamics on the timescale of
tens of picoseconds (Thouin et al., 2018). To gain more insights
about the components characterized with lifetime parameters
of τ1 and τ3, we compare the waveforms of THz responses
recorded at the time delays of 0 and 500 ps and analyze the
spectral dispersion of the optical conductivity (Figures 1C–E),
respectively. For the slow component, the THz response can
be well-reproduced by the Drude-Smith model (Figure 1E),
indicating the dominant contribution from the free charge
carriers. The lifetime of ∼ 1 ns is a first-order recombination
process with lifetime limited by the defect trapping process
(Wehrenfennig et al., 2014). The THz response at the early
stage is more complicated. The peak of THz waveform change
is close to that of incident THz pulse, which is consistent with
the contribution from charge carriers. Nevertheless, the spectral
dispersion shows a significant disparity from the Drude-Smith
model. The imaginary part of photoconductivity (1σ2) exhibits
a marked divergence from the curve simulated using the best
fitting parameters for the real part (1σ1) (Figure 1D). Such a
deviation can be explained as contributions from both the charge
carrier transport and exciton polarizability. Upon optical pump
at 400 nm, both excitons and charge carriers are excitable in the
2D perovskites. The real part of photo-induced THz conductivity
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FIGURE 1 | (A) Schematic of OPTP measurements in Sn-doped 2D perovskites. The dynamics of charge carriers is probed by measuring photo-induced
photoconductivity change (1σ) in the THz spectral domain. (B) The time-dependent trace of THz transmission change (−1E/E) recorded from a 2D perovskite
sample of PEA2SnxPb1−x I4 (x = 1%) with pump at 400 nm of 10 µJ/cm2 (excitation density of ∼ 8 × 1017 cm−3) The decay trace can be reproduced by a function
with three exponentially decay components. (C) The photo-excited change of THz waveform at the time delays of 0 and 500 ps is compared with the probe THz
spectrum, respectively. The calculated spectra of complex 1σ at the delays of 0 (D) and 500 ps (E) are compared with the fitting curves through the Drude-Smith
model.
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(1σ1) is primarily contributed by the charge carriers while the
imaginary part (1σ2) is induced by the exciton polarizability. The
“hot” charge carriers and excitons undergo a cooling process with
excess energy loss through carrier-phonon inelastic scattering,
resulting in a decrease in photoconductivity and a change in
exciton polarizability, which is primarily responsible for the fast
decay component. Such an assignment is consistent with the
dependence of charge carrier dynamics on the pump fluence. The
decay lifetime of the early stage seems not to be sensitive to pump
fluence, which is likely caused by the fact that the hot excitons
make the major contribution of THz conductivity. The lifetime
of the fast component is primarily determined by the process
of exciton-phonon scattering, i.e., the cooling process (Burgos-
Caminal et al., 2020). The Auger recombination due to exciton-
exciton scattering is much slower with insignificant impact on the
early-stage dynamics. Other than that, the decay lifetime of the
slow component becomes faster with increasing pump fluence,
which is an evidence of carrier-carrier scattering. In addition, the
amplitude ratio of the faster component increases with increasing
pump fluence as summarized in Supplementary Table 1.

Dynamic behaviors with three exponential decay components
are also observed in the samples with different Sn doping
levels (Figure 2A), suggesting a similar mechanism underlying
the charge carrier dynamics in these samples. Nonetheless, the
amplitudes and the lifetimes of these components show notable
Sn-doping dependences (Figures 2B,C). With increasing Sn
doping level, the initial photoconductivity of 2D perovskites
decreases but the amplitude of the slow component increases.
As the absorption coefficients of the samples are similar at
the pump wavelength of 400 nm, the variation of the initial
is possibly caused by the different mobilities (µ) of the hot
carriers in these samples. Normally, introducing defects will
increase the probability of scattering and reduce the mobility
of charge carriers, which may explain the decrease of the initial
signal amplitude with increasing Sn doping level (Parkinson
et al., 2007; Richter and Schmuttenmaer, 2010). The amplitude
changes of the long-lived components are possibly related to
the equilibrium shift between the excitons and free charge
carriers. Thermodynamically, the equilibrium is established
after several ps. The proportion of free charges (η) can be
estimated by the Saha equation as (Gélvez-Rueda et al., 2017;
Burgos-Caminal et al., 2020)

η2

1− η
=

2πµkBT
nh2 eEb/kBT (1)

where Eb is the exciton binding energy, kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the temperature, h is the Planck constant, and
n is the excitation density (Gélvez-Rueda et al., 2017). With Sn
doping increasing, bounded excitation complex related to the
structure imperfections may be formed with binding energies
smaller than that of the intrinsic excitons. The increased long-
term photoconductivity is owing to the small detrapping barriers
of the trapped excitons related to the Sn doping. Within the
scenario, the proportion of free charges increases with increasing
Sn doping in the 2D perovskites, which explains the dependence
of Sn doping on the charge carrier dynamics.

FIGURE 2 | Doping-level-dependent charge carrier dynamics in Sn-doped
PEA2PbI4 perovskite samples. (A) The traces of OPTP decay dynamics
recorded from the samples with different doping levels at room temperature
with pump of 50 µJ/cm2. The fitting parameters of amplitudes (B) and
lifetimes (C) derived from the tri-exponential decay function are plotted vs. the
doping levels.

To confirm the above explanation, we study the temperature
dependence of the charge carriers in these samples from 80 to 300
K. Figures 3A–C and Supplementary Figure 3 show the THz
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FIGURE 3 | Temperature-dependent charge carrier dynamics in the samples with different doping levels. The decay dynamics of the samples with Sn-doping level of
x = 0 (A), x = 1% (B), and x = 10% (C) at different temperatures. Temperature-dependent fitting amplitudes of the three components of (D) A1, (E) A2, and (F) A3,
respectively.

traces illustrating the decay dynamics of PEA2SnxPb1−xI4
samples with different doping levels. With increasing
temperature, the amplitude of initial photoconductivity drops
due to increased momentum scattering of the charge (Figure 3D;
Karakus et al., 2015; Milot et al., 2015). In the samples with
higher level doping of Sn, the long-lived components increase
with increasing temperature, implying more charge carriers are
activated thermally (Figures 3E,F). Such temperature-dependent
behaviors are consistent with smaller binding energies in higher
level Sn-doped perovskite samples according to Saha equation.
These data show that the charge carrier dynamics is tightly
associated to the Sn doping which is valuable for optimizing
the charge transport for optoelectronic applications. Hole
doping induced by tin vacancies may significantly reduce the
carrier lifetime, which is probably caused by the oxidation of
Sn2+ (Lin et al., 2019). To minimize such an effect, the sample
preparations and optical measurements have been carried out
in the nitrogen atmosphere or vacuum. The effect of hole
doping induced by tin vacancies has been insignificant which is
confirmed by the charge dynamics in the film of pure PEA2SnI4
(Supplementary Figure 4).

The Sn-doping-dependent dynamics of charge carriers may
shine some light into the mechanism underlying the light

emission in these samples. Figure 4A show time-integrated PL
spectra of PEA2SnxPb1−xI4 with different doping levels recorded
at room temperature. Without Sn doping, PL from the pure
PEA2PbI4 sample shows a narrowband near-band-edge emission
around 525 nm. With increasing the doping level to 1%, the band-
edge emission decreases while a broadband emission emerges.
Such a broadband emission in 2D perovskites has been explained
as the defect emission and/or the extrinsic STE. With further
increasing doping of Sn, the intensity of broadband emission
decreases with slight blue shift of emission peak (Figure 4B).
These results are consistent with the results reported previously
(Yu et al., 2019). Time-resolved PL (TRPL) spectra show that
the broadband emission is related to the quenching of band-
edge emission (Figures 4C,D). When Sn doping is introduced,
the lifetime of band-edge emission is dramatically shortened
due to the fast-trapping process. Interestingly, the band-edge
emission shows a slow rise with time scale of hundreds of
ps in the low doping range (<1%), which possibly represents
the formation dynamics of extrinsic STE, which is consistent
with the PL excitation spectrum (Supplementary Figure 5).
Self-trapping process causes transient lattice distortions after
photoexcitation. The charge carrier dynamics uncovered by
the OPTP measurements suggest the long-lived component of
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FIGURE 4 | PL emission from Sn-doped PEA2PbI4 perovskites. (A) PL spectra from the samples with different doping levels at room temperature. (B) The emission
intensities and peak wavelengths of the broadband emissions recorded from the samples with different doping levels. PL decay curves of the samples probed at
525 nm (C) and 695 nm (D), respectively. (E) PL spectra recorded from an 1% Sn-doped sample. (F) Temperature-dependent intensities of emission at 525 and
695 nm plotted normalized to the values at 80 K.
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free charges is tiny in the samples with 1% Sn doping or
less. Nonetheless, doping-related broadband emission shows a
remarkable high quantum efficiency in the Sn-doped perovskite
samples. This result suggests that self-trapping of free charges
on the time scale of hundreds of ps should not be the major
formation channel of the STEs. Alternatively, as suggested
in a previous report (Li T. et al., 2019), the formation of
STE is likely induced by the formation of self-trapped holes
causing transient lattice distortions and the trapping process
of electrons via Coulomb interaction at the time scale of
hundreds of ps. With introduction of Sn, the photogenerated
holes are possibly localized at the Sn site on the picosecond
timescale, resulting in the decrease of initial photoconductivity.
The electrons are trapped to the Sn site slowly instead of
relaxation through free-exciton recombination, leading to the
increasing proportion of charge-trapping process. In addition
to the STE, more defect-liked excitations are also possibly
formed especially in the samples with higher level Sn doping.
In the doping range, the mixed Sn-Pb phase is possibly formed
resulting in high density of defect states. The reversal process
of self-trapping or defect trapping contributes to the THz
conductivity of the measured samples. This is consistent with the
temperature-dependent PL emission in Sn-doped 2D perovskites
(Figures 4E,F). With increasing temperature, the proportion of
free charges is thermally activated from the trapped states, leading
to the reduced broadband emission.

CONCLUSION

In summary, the effects of Sn doping on the charge carrier
dynamics in two-dimensional lead halide perovskites have been
studied using OPTP measurements. The decay dynamics is
featured with a fast component of hot carrier response (∼ 2
ps) and a long-lived component of first-order recombination
(∼ 1 ns). The early-stage dynamics is contributed by the hot
free charges and exciton polarizability, which is insensitive to
the Sn doping level. The long-lived component is markedly
increased when the Sn-doping level increases, which is ascribed
to the decreased binding energy of exciton complex in the high-
level doped samples as supported by the temperature-dependent
measurements. The equilibrium between the bounded excitation
complex and free charges are responsible for the light emission
and charge carrier dynamics. The finding in this working suggests
Sn-doping is a promising strategy to optimize the charge carrier
transport for 2D perovskite devices.

METHODS

Materials
N, N-dimethylformamide (DMF, anhydrous, purity ∼99.8%),
Lead iodide (PbI2, purity ∼99.99%) and Tin(II) iodide (SnI2,
purity ∼99.99%) were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. 2-
phenylethanamine iodide (PEAI) was purchased from Xi’an
Polymer Light Technology Corp (Xi’an, China). All the chemicals
were used without further purification.

Preparation of 2D Perovskite Film
Perovskite films were spin-coated in a glove box. Quartz
substrates were thoroughly cleaned by sequential ultrasonic
treatment in detergent, acetone, deionized water and acetone.
Organic residue was further removed by treating with UV-
ozone for 30 min. Stoichiometric amounts of PbI2 and PEAI
were dissolved in anhydrous DMF to form PEA2PbI4 precursor
solution (1M). For PEA2SnI4 precursor solution, PbI2 was
replaced by SnI2. The precursor solutions were stirred for 2
h and filtered through a syringe filter (0.45 µm). Afterward,
preheated solutions (70◦C) were spin coated on preheated
substrates (100◦C) at a speed of 3,000 rpm for 40 s. The resultant
films were further heated at 100◦C for 10 min. Sn-doped films
were obtained by mixing two solution precursors according to
the contents.

Optical-Pump Terahertz-Probe
Spectroscopy (OPTPS)
A commercial Ti:Sapphire regenerative amplifier (Libra,
Coherent) at 800 nm with a pulse duration of 90 fs, and
repetition rate of 1 kHz was used to generate THz radiation
via optical rectification in a 1 mm thick ZnTe(110) nonlinear
crystal and detect it using free space electro-optic sampling
in a 1 mm thick ZnTe(110) nonlinear crystal. The second
harmonic generation (SHG) at 400 nm was generated to
excite the perovskite thin films deposited on z-cut quartz
substrates. The time delay between the 400-nm optical pump
pulse and THz probe pulse was enabled by a translation stage.
The samples were mounted in the cryostat (MicrostatHe,
Oxford) for temperature-dependent experiments. All
the measurements were conducted in a nitrogen-purged
environment to avoid the effects of water vapor absorptions in
the ambient air.

PL Spectroscopy
The PL spectra were recorded by a liquid nitrogen cooled charge-
coupled device (PyLoN:400B, Princeton Instruments) mounted
on a monochromator (Acton SP2500, Princeton Instruments).
PL decay dynamics were measured by time-correlated single-
photon counting (PicoHarp 300, Picoquant) under the 405 nm
pulsed excitation (LDH-D-C-405M, Picoquant) with a repetition
rate of 2.5 MHz.
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